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Wordsworth is a trauma-informed organization, committed to maintaining a 
culture where healing from traumatic experiences can occur. Wordsworth 

is certified in The Sanctuary Model®, an evidence-supported organizational 
approach for creating a safe environment for the children and families we 
serve, and the staff who serve them. Sanctuary certification is a symbol that an 
organization provides a higher level of care, a trauma-sensitive environment for 
clients/consumers/students, and a better work environment for staff. Wordsworth 
embraces the Seven Commitments of the Sanctuary Model so that a trauma-
informed approach is embedded in every facet of our organization.

What is Sanctuary?

Sanctuary means many different things at Wordsworth.  Some simple examples of 
how it impacts our approach to working with children, youth and families include:

1 We never ask anyone “What is wrong with you?” but rather “What happened to you?”

2 Every meeting at Wordsworth, regardless of the participants or agenda, starts with 
a community meeting in which each participant in succession turns to the person next 
to them and asks “How are you feeling today?”  “What are your goals for today?” and 
“Who can help you with these goals?”

3 Each staff member and each client develops a safety plan including a list of five 
immediate and simple steps that can be taken as soon as he or she finds him or herself 
in a stressful, challenging, or dangerous situation. 

Nonviolence
helping to build 

safety skills and to 
promote physical 

and emotional 
safety

Emotional 
Intelligence

helping to 
teach emotional 

management 
skills

Social 
Learning
helping to 

build cognitive 
skills

Democracy
helping to create 

civic skills of 
self-control, self-
discipline, and 

administration of 
healthy authority Social 

Responsibility
helping to rebuild 
social connection 
skills, establish 

healthy attachment 
relationships, establish 
sense of fair play and 

justice

Open 
Communication
working to promote 

healthy communication, 
practicing conflict 

management, reducing 
acting-out behaviors, 

enhancing self-protective 
and self-correcting skills 

and, teaching healthy 
boundaries

Growth & 
Change

helping to work 
through loss and 
prepare for the 

future



Dear Friends,
Nearly ten years ago, Wordsworth became certified in the Sanctuary Model®, an 
approach for creating organizational change that prioritizes healing from trauma. 
After close to a decade of embracing this model, it has been firmly established at 
Wordsworth as the foundation for who we are and what we do.  

We want everyone who walks through one of our many doors to find safety and 
support in our continuum of care. Our clients, our employees, and our partners each 
arrive at Wordsworth with a story that has shaped who they are. It is critical that we 
take the time to understand these stories. Our staff must ask “What happened to 
you?” when working with our children and families rather than “What is wrong with 
you?” so that they can walk down the path of healing with them. Our employees 
must ask this same question of themselves so that each member of our staff can 
protect themselves from the secondary traumatization that is so common in our 
field and can understand their own biases so as to work with each client without 
judgment.

Our work is not easy. The vast majority of our children and families have 
experienced a level of trauma that necessitates a healing process. Far too often, this 
process is long and difficult.  Despite how challenging this work is, we do it! Every 
day hundreds and hundreds of children, youth, and families in the Delaware Valley 
benefit from our support. We find strength and resilience in them and are inspired by 
the new chapters of their stories that we craft together.  

While there is no way to capture these stories on the pages of a report, I am pleased 
to share Wordsworth’s 2015 Annual Report with you in the hopes that it provides you 
with a window into what we do. If you want to learn more, please reach out to us.

 
 Warmly,

 Debra Lacks
 President/CEO

What does sanctuary mean to you?
Santuary gives all of us a shared 
language, a “place” to go when 
challenges arise, and a code to 
live by as we do this important,   
    difficult, but so very rewarding 
         work!
    - Debra Lacks
      President/CEO



What does 
sanctuary mean 
to you?
Sanctuary means 
a positive, safe 
environment.

- Dave Stanley  
  Director of Facilities
  Fort Washington

Dear Friends,

Not everyone is born into a place and a situation 
that supports their growth and development. 
Far too often, where a child is born and raised 
determines their path in life. At Wordsworth, many 
of our children come from homes and communities 
where they face tremendous obstacles. Poverty, 
violence, physical and emotional health issues are 
just a few examples of what their realities include. 
Many of the obstacles they face leave marks on 
these young people. Some you can see, but most 
are hidden away in layers of traumatization that 
have to be carefully peeled away.  

This is the work that gets done at Wordsworth. 
As Chairman of the Board of Directors, I have a 
unique perspective on Wordsworth. I understand 
the vast resources it takes to help so many 
children, youth and families peel away the 
layers of trauma. Helping clients through the 
healing process requires an army of skilled and 
caring professionals, adequate funding, a strong 
infrastructure, and a network of partners.    

I invite you to join us in this work. Every donation 
we receive and every volunteer who supports 
Wordsworth plays a meaningful role in our 
sustainability. I can tell you from my experience 
that giving to Wordsworth is an investment that 
will pay off in many ways. Your time, your financial 
contribution, and your interest will help us continue 
to transform the lives of children and create 
healthier communities that ultimately strengthen 
our region.

   Fondly,

   Thomas V. Johnson
   Chairman of the Board of Directors

Sanctuary 
encourages 
everybody’s 
participation. 
To me, it means 
inviting and 
encouraging staff 
opinions and 
  offering support to  
         one another.
         - Karen Fisk
  Training Manager



The mission of Wordsworth is to 
provide education, behavioral 

health and child welfare services 
to children and youth who are 
experiencing emotional, behavioral and 
academic challenges so that they are 
empowered to reach their potential and 
lead productive, fulfilling lives. Since 
1952, Wordsworth’s continuum of 
services has strengthened individuals, 
families and communities.

Wordsworth envisions a future where all children are 
part of strong, healthy families and communities.

Wordsworth is a private, 
nonprofit organization 

that provides a continuum of 
education, behavioral health, and 
child welfare services to children, 
adolescents, and families.  

Founded in 1952 as The 
Matthews School, Wordsworth 

originally served students with 
reading disabilities. The name 
and scope of services changed 
in 1970 and the organization has 
grown from serving 20 students 
to serving close to 5,000 children, 
youth and families each year. 
Wordsworth provides caring and 
professional services in a variety 
of settings, and continues to grow 
and introduce new programming 
to meet the changing needs of 
the community.

Wordsworth’s primary goal is to strengthen 
families and help children overcome 
emotional, behavioral and academic 
challenges. Services are:

• Trauma-Informed
• Individualized 
• Strengths Based
• Outcomes and Data Focused
• Culturally Competent
• Team Driven



Wordsworth’s Residential Treatment Program (RTP) provides long term, 
comprehensive treatment and education in a safe and therapeutic environment. 

The RTP serves children and adolescents experiencing acute emotional and behavioral 
issues between the ages of 9-21. Daily structure and treatment is provided 24/7 and 
services are geared towards improving and enhancing each individual’s life for a   
successful future. 
  STARS, (Students and Teachers Achieving Real Success) is the Private Academic 
School, funded by the School District of Philadelphia, serving the children in 
Wordsworth’s RTP. The mission of Wordsworth’s STARS program is to meet the 
diverse educational needs of students while maintaining a therapeutic learning 
environment. STARS works to increase academic skills and provide a school setting in 
which each student flourishes academically, emotionally, and personally. 
Wordsworth’s RTP is funded through the behavioral health system.  Managed Care 
Organizations that refer clients to the program include Community Behavioral Health 
(CBH), Magellan Behavioral Health (MBH), Community Care Behavioral Health 
(CCBH), United Behavioral Health (UBH), Value Options (VO), and Community 
Behavioral HealthCare Network of Pennsylvania (CBHNP).

Residential Treatment Program
What does sanctuary mean to you?
  Sanctuary means unity.
         
     - Jackie LaBoy  
        Administrative Coordinator
        RTP

WordsWorth’s rtP successfully treated 130 youth betWeen the ages of 10-19 in 2015.

Highlights from 2015 include:
• Restructuring of the Clinical Department that now includes ten clinicians 
• Increasing the number of specialty groups offered to residents from eight to eleven 
  and providing them weekly rather than every other week 
• Adding a Behavior Specialist to the Group Living Department
• Working with Dr. Sandra Bloom, MD, developer of the Sanctuary model, to present 
  at Community Behavioral Health for the Sanctuary Case Conference on its 
  implementation within the Wordsworth RTP



Wordsworth’s Acute Partial 
Hospitalization Program, 

Hope Springs at Wordsworth, 
provides a comprehensive 
treatment and education 
program in a safe and nurturing 
environment to assist children 
experiencing acute emotional and 
behavioral issues. 

This program helps children, 
ages 5-13, who are in acute crisis 
and cannot be managed in their 
regular education program. Hope 
Springs provides the structure 
and security of a daily treatment 
program without a residential 
component.

hoPe sPrings successfully 
treated 328 children betWeen 

the ages of 5-13 in 2015.

Highlights from 2015 include:
• Adding an Admissions 
  Coordinator to assist with 
  handling the high volume of 
  admissions.
• Launching two sensory 
  rooms thanks to a generous 
  grant from the Ronald 
  McDonald House Charities.

Sanctuary is the embodiment 
of an environment where 
everyone can feel safe 
expressing thoughts and 
ideas and can learn from 
one another without fear of 
judgment or repercussion.         
     
- Tracey DePaul  
   Animal Assisted Therapist          
   rtP & hoPe sPrings

Dr. Sandra Bloom, MD, with Wordsworth staff.

Hope SpringsHope Springs



Approved Private School

SPIRIT

The Wordsworth Approved Private School (APS) is a state-licensed 
Approved Private School (APS) serving students, ages 5 through 21, who 

experience behavioral, emotional and academic challenges in a traditional 
classroom setting. Wordsworth Academy offers a holistic approach with small 
class sizes and an array of specialized support services that enhance the 
learning experience and help students achieve positive outcomes. Students 
are referred by local school districts and receive special education instruction 
and related services identified in their Individualized Education Program (IEP). 
Extended school year (ESY) is offered to eligible students during the summer 
months. 

Wordsworth APS is funded by the Pennsylvania Department of Education and 
local school districts that refer students to the program. 

WordsWorth aPs educated a daily average of 190 students in 2015. 

Wordsworth’s SPIRIT program is a is a state-
licensed Private Academic School that 

educates students ages 7 through 21 who have 
intellectual disabilities, developmental delays, 
emotional challenges, behavioral difficulties, and 
autism spectrum disorders. Wordsworth provides 
state-of-the-art special education methods, 
therapy, adaptive equipment and materials, 
technology, and other interventions to address 
individual student needs.  SPIRIT receives 
referrals from Philadelphia, Berks, Bucks, Chester, 
Delaware and Montgomery counties.  

the sPirit Program educated 75 students in 2015.

What does 
sanctuary mean 
to you?
Sanctuary is a 
way of ensuring 
that everyone 
feels included and 
connected.         
     

- Ellen Quinn  
   Principal          
   aPs, WordsWorth 
   academy



Highlights for APS & SPIRIT for 2015 include:
 

• Parading into a newly renovated SPIRIT 
  building including classroom expansions, 
  flooring, lighting, furniture, technology upgrades 
  and science lab.
• Installing a brand new scoreboard and 
  overhead lighting in the gymnasium thanks to a  
  generous EITC donation from Ambler Savings 
  Bank.
• Expanding the therapeutic multi-sensory 
  apparatus in the SPIRIT Sensory Room thanks 
  to a grant from the Montgomery County Child 
  Development Foundation. 
• Implementing a new campus-wide behavioral  
  health model that focuses on safety, 
  responsibility and respect.
• Expanding Cooperative Work Sites for 11th and 
  12th grade students to include Wyncote 
  Animal Hospital, Artman Nursing Home and 
  Granite Transformations.
• Implementing the use of iPads to increase 
  communication and improve academic progress 
  for all Autistic Support Students in the SPIRIT 
  program.
• Celebrating the grand opening of the Final 
  Touch Hair Salon during which cosmetology 
  students participated in a day of service by 
  providing hair and nail services to clients at the 
  Artman Nursing Home.
• Implementing a campus wide web-based 
  system for all special education records that 
  will improve compliance with Pennsylvania 
  Department of Education regulations.
• Receiving the campus’s third No Place For Hate 
  banner from the Anti-Defamation League
• Saying a proud goodbye to thirteen students 
  from the APS and four students from SPIRIT 
  who successfully transitioned back to their 
  school districts. 
• Celebrating the graduation of twenty two students 
  from the Wordsworth education programs.

Sanctuary puts you in 
a place of peace. It is a 
calming, peaceful way 
of being.        
     
- Linda Williams
  Executive Director 
  of Education 



Community Umbrella Agencies
The Wordsworth Community Umbrella Agencies (CUAs) are part of the Philadelphia 

DHS “Improving Outcomes for Children” (IOC) initiative to strengthen child welfare 
services. The goal of the IOC initiative and the CUA is to de-centralize the child welfare 
system and bring its services closer to the communities it serves. The Wordsworth CUAs 
engage families and communities in raising safe, healthy, and productive children through 
a strong network of resources, supports, and services that strengthen individual, family, 
and community protective factors to reduce child abuse and neglect. Wordsworth has two 
CUAs. Region 5 serves the 35th and 39th Police Districts, encompassing much of North 
Central Philadelphia from Allegheny West up through Logan Olney. Region 10 serves 
the 16th and 19th Police Districts encompassing parts of West Philadelphia including 
Overbrook, Parkside, Mantua, and Powelton. 

cua region 5 served 965 families/1,951 children in 2015. 
cua region 10 served 484 families/976 children in 2015.
together the WordsWorth cuas served 1,449 families and 2,927 children in 2015.

Highlights from the year include:
• Moving 50 families to successful case closure in CUA 10
• Moving 235 families to successful case closure in CUA 5
• Securing two state grants to implement the evidenced 
  based Positive Parenting Program (Triple P) in CUA 10.
• Hosting 32 Parent Cafes in CUA 5 and 26 in CUA 10,
  together supporting close to 600 parents. 
• Working with close to 50 community partners in the 
  Wordsworth CUAs.
• Subcontracting with 37 providers for out of home 
  placement services.

Wordsworth’s OST Programs provide children 
in grades K-8 with after school and summer 

programming designed to promote academic, social 
and physical growth and development. Programs 
offer a range of activities including homework help/
tutoring, art, music, sports/physical activity, field trips, 
and civic/community enrichment activities.

WordsWorth’s ost Programs served 300 children in 
2015 at george childs elementary, andreW morrison 
elementary, universal daroff charter school & 
West PhiladelPhia achievement charter school.

Highlights from the year 
include:
• Providing STEAM (science, 
technology, engineering, art 
& math) activities at all three 
sites.
• Offering the “Read by 4th” 
curriculum and teaching 
Scrabble to younger students.
• Hosting a Winter Celebration 
for all OST participants made 
possible by generous donors 
who contributed food, gifts and 
decorations. 

Out of School Time Programs



Family First Services
Wordsworth’s Family First Services (formerly known as Child Placement Services) 

provides children who have been removed from their homes due to safety 
concerns with safe, caring families that meet their physical, educational, emotional, 
and social needs. General Foster Care offers a temporary out of home placement for 
children in a safe, stable and nurturing environment. Treatment Foster Care offers safe, 
caring families for children exhibiting more serious behavioral and/or emotional needs. 
General Foster Care (GFC) and Treatment Foster Care (TFC) are both funded either 
directly by the Philadelphia Department of Human Services or through subcontracts with 
Community Umbrella Agencies.

in 2015 family first services served 281 children/adolescents, 24 in general foster 
care, 22 in treatment foster care, and 224 through cua subcontracts.

Community Residential Rehabilitation/Host Home 
(CRR/HH)

The CRR/Host Home program provides 
community based residential services 

to children and adolescents with significant 
behavioral health issues who are unable to live 
in their homes. This program is an alternative 
to more restrictive residential placement, as 
youth in the program participate in services 
while living with specially trained “host home” 
families in community settings. CRR/HH is 
funded by Managed Care Organizations such 
as Community Behavioral Health.

in 2015 WordsWorth crr/host home Program 
served 11 children/adolescents/ families.

Highlights from the year include:
• Opening 30 new resource homes
• Holding an all-staff team-building 
  retreat.
• Celebrating the adoption of four 
  siblings who were in the care of a 
  resource home for three years prior 
  to their adoption. This parent did 
  not intend to adopt four children but 
  could not bear to see them split up. 
• Hosting two interns from West 
  Chester University and the 
  University of Pennsylvania.

What does sanctuary mean to you?
A safe environment to develop one’s 
own skills while working collaboratively 
with others.         
  
   

- Jen Kaba  
  Director of Case Management
   CUA 10        



Behavioral Health Services

Family Based Mental Health Services is an 
intensive, team delivered service consisting 

of family therapy, case management, and family 
support services delivered to the family in their own 
home. The goal of the program is to prevent out-
of-home placement of children and adolescents 
with serious emotional issues by helping families 
develop more effective strategies for meeting the 
behavioral and emotional needs of its members. 
Services include in-home family and individual 
therapy, family education and skill building, case 
management and resource development, and 24/7 
crisis intervention services. Wordsworth has family 
based teams that specialize in providing services 
to families impacted by trauma, families that are 
managing ongoing medical issues, and Spanish 
speaking families.

family based mental health services Provided 
services for 126 children/families in 2015.

What does 
sanctuary mean 
to you?
Sanctuary is a 
haven for people 
that ensures they 
will not feel judged 
or in danger. It’s an 
environment where 
people can shed 
walls and barriers and 
where they can show 
who they truly are.         
     
- Jonathan 
  Jackson  
   Aftercare 
  Worker 

Family Based Mental
Health Services

The Behavioral Health Rehabilitation Service Program (BHRS), commonly known 
as “wraparound,” provides behavioral health treatment and services to children 

with emotional and behavioral health issues in home, school and community 
settings. The goal is to help the client successfully manage their behaviors and 
emotions by providing individual supports and treatment in the settings where they 
need it the most. Additionally, parents/guardians, teachers, and other adults in the 
child’s life receive guidance to help them identify and implement strategies to help 
the child achieve their individual goals. The range of services includes individual 
therapy, one-on-one behavioral support, behavioral consultation, and family therapy.

bhrs Provided services for 188 children and their families in 2015. 

Behavioral Health Rehabilitation Services



The School Therapeutic Services Program (STS) provides mental health 
treatment in the school setting. Both master’s level and bachelor’s level staff 

work with children individually and in groups. This service provides treatment at 
three levels of care including individual therapy, one-on-one behavioral support and 
behavioral consultation.

sts Provided services for 121 children in 2015 at five schools in PhiladelPhia. 
(Universal alcorn charter school, Universal alcorn Middle Years acadeMY, 
Universal BlUford charter school, Universal daroff charter school, and stephen 
Girard eleMentarY school)

School Therapeutic Services

Wordsworth’s Multi-Systemic Treatment program for youth with problem sexual 
behavior (MST-PSB) is an evidenced-based program focused on working 

with youth who have been involved in problem sexual behavior. MST –PSB is an 
intensive 5 to 7 month home-based family therapy program that seeks to create 
change in the youth’s life direction by working through the parents.

mst-Psb served 21 youth in 2015.

MST-PSB Program

Highlights from the year for all Behavioral Health Services include:
• Doubling the number of referrals to the MST-PSB program from residential 
  treatment programs and state facilities. These referrals tend to be more 
  challenging as the youth’s sexual offense is of a more serious nature. 
• Employing over 75 clinical staff and over 100 Therapeutic Support Staff in BHRS.
• Providing BHRS services to students in more than 70 schools in Philadelphia and 
  serving as the preferred provider for two of these schools.
• Providing 231 prompt bio-psychosocial assessments by our psychiatrist and 
  psychologists.
• Providing ongoing psychiatric care for 71 children in BHRS. 
• Celebrating the holidays at all five STS schools with donated gifts, food and music.
• Providing certificates of graduation or completion to students in STS at the end of 
  the school year.
• Piloting the use of tablets in the field by STS clinicians, the first Wordsworth 
  program to do so. 



2015 in Review

Employed 
740 staff 
members in 3 
departments 
& 13 distinct 
program areas

14 from
APS

23 Wordsworth 
students 
graduated 
from high  
 school

Decreased 
staff 
turnover by  
  24%

Operated 
with a 
budget of 
$50,534,000

2 from
STARS

7 from 
SPIRIT

Served more 
than 4,600 
children, 
youth & 
families

Ramped 
up both 
Community 
Umbrella 
Agencies to 
full capacity



Wordsworth’s 2015 Highlights
Increasing number of 

children, youth and 
families supported by 
the agency by more than 
2,300, doubling the size 
of the agency’s client 
population.

Ramping up Hope 
Springs, an Acute 

Partial Hospitalization 
Program for children ages 
5 – 13 that opened in July 
of 2014 to full capacity.

Increasing the number 
of physical locations 

from two to three 
with the relocation of 
CUA 5, Family First 
and the Wordsworth 
Community Based 
Services to the Falls 
Center in the East 
Falls section of 
Philadelphia. Celebrating 

Wordsworth’s CEO, 
Debra Lacks’ election to 
President of the Alliance 
of Community Service 
Providers.

Increasing the Executive 
Management Team with 

the addition of a General 
Counsel.

Receiving the 
Anti-Defamation 

Leagues’ No Place for 
Hate designation at both 
the Ford Road and Fort 
Washington locations of 
the agency.

Broadening and 
diversifying the 

agency’s Board of 
Directors with the 
nomination of two new 
Board members. 

Sailing with the “Stars” of Wordsworth on the 
Spirit of Philadelphia in November with a fun-

filled staff appreciation event and fund raiser.

Presenting the “All Star Award” to one direct 
service employee and the “Sanctuary Award” 

to another from each program.

Hosting two screenings of the feature film 
Caregivers: Their Passion, Their Pain, for 

more than 125 human service professionals each 
followed by a panel discussion with local experts 
on secondary trauma.



 Breakdown of Funders
Comparing 2014 & 2015



Revenue by Services
Comparing 2014 & 2015

 2015 Revenue & Expenses

Total Revenue & Expenses
Comparing 2014 & 2015

Revenue  Expenses



Board of Trustees
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Gregory Davis
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Tom Johnson
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Jeanette Williams
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Andrew Gross
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Executive Management Team



Sanctuary means 
never asking a 
person “what is 
wrong with you?”  
but rather “what 
happened to you?”
- Stephanie Shell
  Director of
  Organizational
  Advancement

Sanctuary means 
coming together with 
my staff and students 
to ensure that we’re 
always on the same 
wavelength.
- Morgan Washington  
  Program Director
  ost

Sanctuary is the 
ability to express 
myself honestly in a 
safe environment.
- Aronissa Harris 
  Administrative Coordinator  
  cUa 5

                  Someplace safe and    
            judgement-free where you 
can come if you need help.

- Danielle Kelley  
  Case Manager Supervisor

We’re all connected 
and on the same 
page. We’re a team.

- Roxanne Beard 
  Administrative Manager  
  cUa 10

I think of Sanctuary as a “lens” 
that helps give clarity, context and 
understanding to everything we do 
as an organization. It provides a 
framework to understand behavior and 
tools to help us improve our workplace 
culture and, most importantly, the 
services we provide to children, 
families and communities.         
     

- Andrew Gross  
   Executive Director of
   Community Based Services 
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“It’s the children the
world almost breaks

who grow up to save it.” 
- Frank Warren

Together we can transform the lives of children.  We 
invite you to partner with us as we continue to work to 

meet the changing education, behavioral health and child 
welfare needs in the Greater Philadelphia region.

Your gift will allow Wordsworth to remain strong and 
responsive so we can in turn strengthen the lives of the 

children, families and communities. 

The Wordsworth Office of Advancement is able to help 
you structure giving that affords maximum tax effect for 

your gifts – both short-term and long-term.  
Please contact:

stePhanie shell
director of organizational advancement

215-643-5400, ext. 4024
sshell@WordsWorth.org



The Falls Center
3300 Henry Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 
19129

Ford Road
3905 Ford Road
Philadelphia, PA 

19131

Fort Washington
2101 Pennsylvania Ave

Fort Washington, PA
19034

215-643-5400     800-769-0088
www.wordsworth.org
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